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Cybernetic andragogy?

• I grade online education with a D; three of them.
  1. Potential for dehumanization of the student (get your whole degree online? Then try to get a job!).
  2. Potential to debride the university brand (deleterious to brand).
  3. Potential to be too dedicated to the business model of higher education management (Sure, form and content are very accessible and quantifiable with online education but at a cost).
Online education appeals to education managers:

– Results are frequently in the form of measurable institutional impacts and student learning outcomes that can be communicated largely quantitatively to management. Management loves numbers!

– But we are not, as University teachers, just a mass commodity.

– And we are not just numbers.
Are we robots? Current robot nomenclature:

- **Widgetophora**: Structure online classes in the utilitarian mode, and pack it in no matter how ugly (Example: BB. Visualize the Swiss army knife approach only the knife is too big to use).
- **Anthropoidea**: Structure for student self-direction (Instructors appear human but are not. Instructors are digitized. Visualize T.V. tapes, etc.).
- **Zoomorpha**: Multimodal teaching is to structure class with the notion of dialog and the humanization of discourse (The human approach: Teach the critter we are).
I oppose instruction that is totally web-based (generally).

- Seven to nine percent of higher education is for-profit (Think University of Phoenix).
- They have 50% of student loan defaults.
- They cost up to 70% more than we do.
- Students are saddled with too much debt for the rest of their lives...
What I do not like about online education:

• Robot grades the papers (a set of algorithms rather than a human).
• Grades online (no safety assurance).
• Hiring out the grading (no instructor responsibility for feedback).
• Reliance on just one cyber-space platform (inflexibility and potential for down-time).
• Loss of University brand.
• Potential to take more instructor time than traditional classrooms.
Dyer’s preferred mix for multimodal instruction:

- iTunesU
- Bearmail
- Direct to student file-swapping
- Skype
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Every class meets in a computer lab.
Traditional classroom enhancements from this approach:

• All lectures are recorded and online in either .mp3 or mp4 formats.
• All lecture notes are direct to the enrolled student by group email.
• Skype office hour!
• Facebook allows more organic discussion threads than BB.
• Twitter facilitates faster functional sharing in hand and on the go.
Enhancements continuing:

• All assignments are submitted to the instructor by direct Bearmail attachment.
• All performance evaluations are typed and transmitted directly to each student by Bearmail.
• All class time is in a computer lab where every student, when the put their hands to a keyboard, has possible access to the current sum of human knowledge.
Discussion:

• Advantages and disadvantages of this approach.
• Legal issues.
  – Trademark
  – Copyright
  – Property
  – Libel and slander
• Tech issues.
  – Yes you can!
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